Host Klord (Actd.mid)
Host Klord says:
prologue. Hayden is entering the system where the ships have disappeared and the Ambassador is in sick bay having an allergic reaction to something he ate.
Host Klord says:
<<<Resume Mission>>>
 CNS_Cutter says:
::in sickbay waiting on the Ambassador::
CMO_Bishop says:
::exits her cubicle:: CNS: Hello Counselor, what can I do for you?
Host XO_Skye says:
::Making her way to the bridge.::
EO_Davidson says:
::just making a routine check of the engines ::Self: I whish they didn't have to be there
CSO_Lys says:
::on the bridge at SCI::
CTO_Kordus says:
<Goon>::in sickbay, keeping a sharp eye on the Ambassador and those with him while appearing to the others to be running some tests on the DNA of mutant earth squirrels::
CNS_Cutter says:
CMO: For me?  Nothing.  For the Ambassador over there being tended by one of your MO's?  Whatever you've got for allergic reactions.
CSO_Lys says:
::finishes bring the probes back online::  
CMO_Bishop says:
::looks to the Ambassador and groans:: CNS: Oh... him....
CNS_Cutter says:
*XO*: CNS Cutter to Commander Skye
CTO_Kordus says:
::on the bridge, compiling reports from various covert security personnel::
CMO_Bishop says:
::watches Vince work on the Ambassador::
Host Klord says:
Action: several of the crew are eyeing the XO out of the corner of their eyes because three of her tunic's buttons are undone.
CNS_Cutter says:
CMO: Yeah.  Him.  ::nods, making a sooo not happy face::
Host CEO_Jax says:
::sitting in the center seat on the bridge, waiting for the Commander to come on duty::
Host XO_Skye says:
::Catches the looks from crewmembers and then realizes her buttons are undone and quickly does them up.::
CMO_Bishop says:
::snickers:: CNS: Hmm, he's that much of the perfect guest huh?
CSO_Lys says:
CEO: Probes are ready to launch.
Host Klord says:
Action: the center button pops off as the XO is trying to button it
CNS_Cutter says:
CMO: Ehh.  He has his moments.  Seeing how he's in the middle of an apparent allergic reaction he's faaaar from pleasant.
Host CEO_Jax says:
CSO: No need to wait for me Commander, proceed.
EO_Davidson says:
*CEO*:All Engines in the Green sir. And don’t worry they will stay like that.
Host XO_Skye says:
::About to enter the TL when the button pops off.....and gasps.::
Host CEO_Jax says:
*EO*: Very well Lt, glad to hear it.
CNS_Cutter says:
::wonders what is keeping Sam from responding and frowns::
CSO_Lys says:
::raises an eyebrow::  All:  Probes away.  ::launches the probes::
CMO_Bishop says:
::grins mischievously:: CNS: I'll leave him to Vince then. I don't deal with unpleasant patients well....
Host XO_Skye says:
::Picks the button up and hits her commbadge simultaneously.::  *CNS* I'm here, CNS.
CNS_Cutter says:
CMO: Up to you, I suppose.  But he'll be more then ticked if he's dealt with by an underling.  He IS an Ambassador after all.
Host XO_Skye says:
::Turns around and heads back to her quarters quickly.::
CNS_Cutter says:
*XO*: Um... there’s a slight glitch here.  I'm currently with the Ambassador... um... in sickbay.
CMO_Bishop says:
CNS: I'll just keep him sedated then....::grins::
CNS_Cutter says:
::laughs:: CMO: Whatever works for you.  Hey, I'm in.
CSO_Lys says:
::half mumbled, but audible to anyone on the bridge::  Swiss cheese!
Host XO_Skye says:
*CNS*: In Sickbay?  What happened?  ::Enters her quarters.::
CNS_Cutter says:
*XO*: He's sort of in the middle of an allergic reaction to something.  Just thought you might want to be kept posted.
CTO_Kordus says:
::looks questioningly in the CSO's direction::
CNS_Cutter says:
::wonders why she even bothers getting out of bed some mornings::
CMO_Bishop says:
CNS: So, how is the Captain doing? Any word on when he'll be gracing us with his presence again?
Host Klord says:
Action: the ambassador goes into seizures
Host XO_Skye says:
*CNS*: Oh lovely....I'm sure we'll get blamed.  Keep me apprised. ::Pulls the tunic off over her head.::
CNS_Cutter says:
::shakes her head:: CMO: Who can say?  He's currently with his sister...
CNS_Cutter says:
::blanches when she sees the Ambassador and swears::
Host XO_Skye says:
::Replicates a new Tunic and slides it over her head.::
CMO_Bishop says:
::hears the consoles bleep and her head turns:: Manning: What's going on?
CTO_Kordus says:
<Goon> ::in engineering, looking mean as he tends to his facade duties::
CMO_Bishop says:
<Manning>CMO: It appears to be an Epileptic fit, Doctor.
CSO_Lys says:
::catches the glance from the CTO and blushes a bit::  CTO: This area of space... its like Swiss cheese.  There are old spatial anomalies all over the place.
CNS_Cutter says:
*XO*: Understood.  I'll let you know when Jerlia has him sorted out and able to speak again.
EO_Davidson says:
Goon:You got a problem with being down here?
CTO_Kordus says:
CSO: You think that's where all the missing ships went into?
Host XO_Skye says:
*CNS*: It's appreciated. ::Her voice sounds a little far away as the old tunic is sitting on her bed and the new one is over her head.::
CSO_Lys says:
CTO: Very likely.  Hopefully I can tell more soon.  ::continues to monitor the information from the probes::  
CMO_Bishop says:
::rushes over to quickly examine the lifesigns:: Manning: Grab a hypo and stabilize him, I'll see if I can keep his brain activity stable.
CSO_Lys says:
CTO: I guess the question is, where do they go?
CTO_Kordus says:
CSO: Are the natural, or is there any evidence of them being man-made?
Host XO_Skye says:
::Finishes putting her new tunic on and heads out of her quarters again.::
CNS_Cutter says:
::watches them working and mutters to herself:: Wonderful.  An Ambassador bites it while I'm responsible for him.  Stupid assignment.
CSO_Lys says:
CTO: Its hard to tell.  Some of them have degraded so much that they aren't more than an echo of what they were.  Hopefully the probes will find something more recent.
CMO_Bishop says:
<Manning>::fills a hypo with Delactovine and injects the Ambassador::
Host CEO_Jax says:
::feels slightly out of place on the bridge, at least with this bunch of officers::
CTO_Kordus says:
CSO: That would be something, creating your own space-time disturbances to eat ships alive... ::almost smiles:: Now THAT is someone worth getting your dander up over
CMO_Bishop says:
::watches the vital signs of the Ambassador::
Host XO_Skye says:
::Reaches the TL:: TL: Bridge.
CSO_Lys says:
::grimaces a bit:: CTO: I really hope that isn't the case.
Host Klord says:
Action: the Ambassador vomits all over the CMO's shoes then quiets down
CTO_Kordus says:
::pulls out a PADD and jots something in quick, an idea for a new sim coming to mind:: CSO: I'm not saying it wouldn't be a nightmare from hell, I'm just saying it's someone actually worth getting angry over... unlike certain other "visitors" of late. ::smirks::
Host XO_Skye says:
::Exits the TL onto the bridge.:: CEO: Report
EO_Davidson says:
*Bridge*:This is engineering...seems the residue from the anomalies is playing havoc with the Comm system...trying to compensate
CSO_Lys says:
::remotely recalibrates the instruments on the probes to get more information::
CMO_Bishop says:
::sighs as she nearly vomits herself:: Manning: Oh well, better out than in.... if he has another reaction, give him 5cc of Alizine to counter the allergy.
Host CEO_Jax says:
XO: We've launched the probes and are awaiting results.  The usual gossip is getting about.  And we seem to be shorthanded today.  Other than that, all good.
CSO_Lys says:
CTO: Just the thought that someone might have caused the scale of death... on purpose.  ::shudders a bit::
CMO_Bishop says:
<Manning> :;grimaces and stifles a laugh::
CMO_Bishop says:
::glares at him as she steps away from the mess, nodding for Nurse Abbott to clean it up:: Manning: Careful, or you'll be pulling graveyard shifts for a week....
CSO_Lys says:
::looks down:: All:  Uh oh... I'm starting to lose contact with the probes.
EO_Davidson says:
*Bridge*This is engineering...can you read?
CTO_Kordus says:
::the last comment escapes her lips seconds after the XO enters the bridge - instantly freezes and hopes she didn't catch it:: CSO: People with that brand of sociopathism have existed before, exist today and will continue to exist forever ::shrugs::
Host XO_Skye says:
CEO: Oh....Gossip, huh?  What sort?  And shorthanded?  Why is that?
Host CEO_Jax says:
*EO*: Go ahead Lt, what's the problem?
CSO_Lys says:
::looks over at the duty OPS officer to see if they can clear it up any::
Host CEO_Jax says:
XO: Mostly about our visitor.  And I couldn't tell you.
EO_Davidson says:
*CEO*:Long Range Comm is down...Internal could go any minuet. At the moment seems the residue from the anomalies is the problem.
CTO_Kordus says:
::hands the XO her report on her security:: XO: The report you requested... all is going well with the cover operatives, aside from certain officers who have treated them with less than adequate respect ::glares at the CEO:: They can, if I may remind you, be useful to counteract short handedness in the areas they are assigned to.
Host CEO_Jax says:
::feels a headache coming on::  *EO*: Well, then start trying to fix it, or get around it.
EO_Davidson says:
Goon:How would you like to do something?
CMO_Bishop says:
<Manning>::still smirking:: CMO: Yes, Doctor.
CSO_Lys says:
::starts pulling the probes back towards the ship to improve the connection::
CTO_Kordus says:
<Goon> ::thinks "Lo, how the Mighty have Fallen...." EO: The CTO put me at your disposal, sir.
Host XO_Skye says:
CEO:  Find out why we're short handed.  CTO: What do you mean by the fact they are being treated with "less than adequate respect."
CMO_Bishop says:
<Nurse Abbott>Manning: I'd listen to her too... with her condition and those hormones? Anything is possible.
EO_Davidson says:
::downloads the information to a PADD::Goon:Take this PADD to the CEO...
Host CEO_Jax says:
XO: Right, sure.  ::mumbles as he heads up to the engineering station::  So now I have to track down errant crewmembers...why is this my responsibility?
CTO_Kordus says:
XO: To put it mildly, no one in charge of Engineering wants them there... though I suspect, with the current shorthanded status, they could realize that my men are worth more than verbal punching bags.
EO_Davidson says:
::grabs his tool kit and crawls into a JT::Self:One down 5 to go.
CMO_Bishop says:
::kicks off her boots and replicates new ones::
FCO_Knight says:
::Exits the TL and gets over to his station. Relieves the ensign who's been sitting there and takes his seat::
CTO_Kordus says:
<Goon> Aye ::takes the padd and heads for the bridge::
Host XO_Skye says:
::Said kindly.:: <W> CEO: If you have a problem let me know respectfully.  You're my XO.  It is your responsibility.
CSO_Lys says:
::quietly::  XO:  Commander...
Host XO_Skye says:
CTO: I want details on my desk.  It'll be taken care of.
CMO_Bishop says:
::puts on her new comfy boots and heads out to the main biobed:: Manning: Is he stable?
Host XO_Skye says:
::Turns:: CSO: Yes, Lys?
CTO_Kordus says:
::hands her the Padd:: XO: They're all right here.
Host CEO_Jax says:
XO: The bridge is an inappropriate place to discuss it Commander, we will talk at a later time.  At which point we will discuss the issue the CTO brought up as well.  Things obviously need to be cleared up.
EO_Davidson says:
::opens a pannel::Self:What wrong with you today Ms.Hayden ::yanks out a Isolinier Chip and scans it with a Tricorder::
CMO_Bishop says:
<Manning>CMO: Yes he is, Doctor. I don't predict anymore trouble here on in. He should be coming around in another little bit....
CMO_Bishop says:
Manning: Very well then, I'm going to make my rounds to the bridge. I'll be there if you need me
Host XO_Skye says:
::Nods taking the padd from the CTO and ignores Jax for the moment.::
FCO_Knight says:
::Reads over his consoles and apprises himself of the situation as best he could::
CSO_Lys says:
XO:  This is starting to look bad.  This entire sector is full of the remains of spatial anomalies.  Now, there don't seems to be any active at the moment luckily.  All this damage though, to the subspace fabric...  it makes this area highly unpredictable and hence dangerous.  <cont>
CTO_Kordus says:
::turns to go back to monitoring tactical sensors, contemplating the fact that the anomalies could have been man-made...  just when she thought she'd seen every type of deranged lunatic the universe had to offer::
CMO_Bishop says:
<Manning>CMO: Yes, Sir.
Host Klord says:
Action: when the EO takes out the chip power to the replicators goes down throughout the ship. Complaints come in to the CEO's station immediately
CSO_Lys says:
XO:  There's something else too.  Space isn't all that is affected.  Time is too.  I'm not quite sure how, but it definitely isn't right.
Host CEO_Jax says:
::takes a moment to sigh and keep calm before calling the EO::
EO_Davidson says:
::puts the chip back in::
Host CEO_Jax says:
*EO*: Lt...what the hell did you just do?
CTO_Kordus says:
<Goon>::arrives on the bridge and hands a PADD to the CEO:: CEO: Courtesy of your engineering officer, sir.
CMO_Bishop says:
::heads out of sickbay, hoping that her gait hasn't started to be affected by her changing figure::
Host XO_Skye says:
CSO: Are the remains moving of these anomalies moving?
EO_Davidson says:
Self:Oops...*CEO*:Sorry sir...Dang!
Host CEO_Jax says:
Goon: Thank you.  ::takes the PADD and turns back to his console::
CSO_Lys says:
XO: No, they seem to be stationary at the moment.
EO_Davidson says:
*CEO*:Time to break out the emergency rations sir
Host XO_Skye says:
CSO: Excellent.  FCO: Bring us to a full stop
CTO_Kordus says:
<Goon> ::muttering to himself:: temper, temper....
FCO_Knight says:
::Furrows at the heavy subspace damage that he reads and scratches his head::
Host XO_Skye says:
CTO/CEO: In the ready room, now.  CSO: You have the bridge.
Host CEO_Jax says:
*EO*: I don't want apologies, I want solutions.  You'll go hungry until this is fixed.
CSO_Lys says:
XO:  Well, except for normal stellar drift of course.  
CMO_Bishop says:
::enters the TL:: TL: Bridge.
Host CEO_Jax says:
*EO*: I have a meeting to attend to, fix things.
CSO_Lys says:
::nods::
Host CEO_Jax says:
::heads to the ready room::
Host XO_Skye says:
::Turns abruptly and heads to the RR awaiting the others.::
FCO_Knight says:
::Inputs full stop into the CONN:: XO: Readin' full staop, ma'am.
CTO_Kordus says:
::files in behind the XO and CEO, loaded for bear::
Host CEO_Jax says:
::once everyone is in, immediately speaks up::  XO: This is neither the time nor the place Commander.  And the urgency is minimal, this can wait.
Host XO_Skye says:
CEO: I said NOW.
CSO_Lys says:
FCO:  I'm sending you the current location of all the expired anomalies.  If we get underway again, we will want to do out best to avoid them.  
EO_Davidson says:
::crawls back out::Computer:What is the status of the Bio-Neural gel packs?
CMO_Bishop says:
::waits for the TL to stop and exits the TL onto the bridge::
Host CEO_Jax says:
XO: I am already here, I do not know what more you want of me.
CSO_Lys says:
<our>
CTO_Kordus says:
::thinks Real Smooth, motor-mouth, get her really mad why don't you" but says nothing::
Host Klord says:
<Computer> Gel packs are nominal
FCO_Knight says:
CSO: That's good thinkin'. Thanks, mate.
CMO_Bishop says:
::heads to her station to bring up the scans and reports on the medical triage in the cargo bay::
EO_Davidson says:
Copmuter:And the Isolinier Systems? ::climbs up a Ladder to the Upper Engineering station::
Host XO_Skye says:
CEO/CTO: What is going on?  This crew usually works very well together.  I take over and we're at each others throats?  Can either of you shed light on this for me?
CSO_Lys says:
::nods, happy to hear the calm temperment of the FCO on the bridge in what has been some hectic moments as of late::
Host CEO_Jax says:
XO: I do not see that anyone is at each other's throats Commander, figuratively or literally.
CMO_Bishop says:
::looks about the hustle and bustle of the bridge for a moment and is glad that sickbay is as calm as it is ....most times::
CTO_Kordus says:
XO: There wouldn't be a problem, sir, if my security officers were respected as capable additions to the staff in Engineering, rather than obstacles to be overcome.
EO_Davidson says:
*CSO*:Commander...can  you route what probe information down here?
FCO_Knight says:
::Watches the information come up on the big astrogation monitor to his right and scans it quickly to determine an easy route and programs one for any immediate movement that may be needed::
Host CEO_Jax says:
CTO: They are security officers, not engineers.  I don't care what their backgrounds may be, they haven't been in an engine room or had training for years.  I expect them to do their job, not mine.
CSO_Lys says:
::considers for a moment::  FCO: I wonder if the anomalies all have a shared point of creation?  ::has the computer start the calculations.::
Host XO_Skye says:
CTO: Well......Let's make sure they're working with the Engineers instead of against them.  If they are, we'll make sure that they aren't run over. ::Looks from the CTO to the CEO.::  Does that work?
CTO_Kordus says:
CEO: Their job is to DO yours, and to blend in.... do you think they'd be much good sticking out in yellow like sore thumbs?
CTO_Kordus says:
XO: They are attempting to do just that ma'am... I think it's the engineers that need to learn to work with them
Host CEO_Jax says:
CTO: Commander they are getting in  my people's way.  They don't know our routines, or our standards.  They don't even know our staff.  *I* was stopped and questioned by one as to why I was in Main Engineering.
FCO_Knight says:
CSO: They might. It's difficult to tell by lookin' at 'em in their current positions. There could be somethin' behind that theory o' yours Talan.
CTO_Kordus says:
CEO: You weren't questioned, he didn't say a word to you.  You were just ticked off because the Ambassador got under your skin
Host XO_Skye says:
CTO: How many do you have in ME?
Host CEO_Jax says:
CTO: My problems with the Ambassador go no further than the ambassador, I can assure you.
CMO_Bishop says:
::fills out the standard requirements for the extra beds needed and extra supplies::
CTO_Kordus says:
::resists the urge to say "Yeah right" to the CEO:: XO: 5, ma'am... for a place two decks large, that's hardly an obstacle
CSO_Lys says:
*EO*:  For what purpose Lieutenant?
CMO_Bishop says:
:;taps at the panels above her and continues with her work::
Host CEO_Jax says:
XO: Sam, it's not a matter of numbers, it's a matter of quality.  They're causing problems, and it's not because of my attitude.  You know how accepting I am of people...present VIP excluded.  ::looks a little embarrassed::
EO_Davidson says:
*CSO*:It's starting to interfere with ship systems
CTO_Kordus says:
::mutters:: Someone is just feeling a little too territorial....
CSO_Lys says:
::hears something beeping::  Aloud:  Uh oh - incoming.   FCO:  Yellow alert.
FCO_Knight says:
CSO: If there is a shared point o' origin, it could mean that there is a spot to avoid in any navigation 'round this sector. Could be dozes more poppin' up at different points too.
Host CEO_Jax says:
CTO: Cut the comments Commander, they don't befit an officer.
CTO_Kordus says:
CEO: Neither does chewing out a security officer for looking at you
CSO_Lys says:
::starts looking for the source of the particles::
Host CEO_Jax says:
::shades a bit brighter blue, but takes a breath and says nothing, simply stares  at Sam::
Host XO_Skye says:
CTO: Two per deck..... CEO: Find them something to take apart and put back together where they won't harm anything.  CEO/CTO: Talk to me, please, not each other.
FCO_Knight says:
::Eyes open wide and checks his scanners:: CSO: Wha' the hell is goin' on?
CSO_Lys says:
FCO:  I think one of our anomalies is opening.   *XO*:  Commander to the bridge.
Host XO_Skye says:
CEO/CTO: That should satisfy you both.
Host Klord says:
Action: a worm hole opens up 20,00 meters away from the ship
Host XO_Skye says:
*CSO*: On my way.
CTO_Kordus says:
::glares intently at the CEO:: That is satisfactory
CSO_Lys says:
FCO:  Back away from the event horizon, 1/4 impulse.
Host CEO_Jax says:
XO: It's the best I'll get.
Host XO_Skye says:
CEO: It is....I wish I could do better.  Any further problems between the two of you, I want you two to work on off duty. ::Turns and heads to the bridge.::
CSO_Lys says:
::seeing the FCO didn't hear him, taps the yellow alert himself::
EO_Davidson says:
::watch's the info and the viewer image he is getting::
CSO_Lys (Yellow Alert.wav)
Host XO_Skye says:
::Enters the bridge.::
FCO_Knight says:
Self: ::aloud:: Crikey! There goes predictability in space. ::Reverses course::
Host XO_Skye says:
CSO: Report!
CMO_Bishop says:
::hears the FCO cry out and turns around to look at the screen::
CTO_Kordus says:
::is already imagining her next Engineering nightmare simulation, and wonders when she can get the CEO in for some "mandatory" skill evaluation...  smirks evilly in his direction as she exits the RR::
CSO_Lys says:
XO:  A very unstable wormhole has opened 20,000 meters from the ship.  We are backing away.
Host XO_Skye says:
CSO: Any readings from it?
CSO_Lys says:
::checks his scanners::
Host CEO_Jax says:
::exasperated::  That's precisely how I would have dealt with it, if you hadn't demanded this meeting....::said to her back as she left::...why can't I be allowed fight my own battles?  ::said as he walks back to his post::
CSO_Lys says:
::looks up at the XO::  XO: No, I can't see anything through all of the energy it is putting out.
FCO_Knight says:
::Attempts max distance from the "wild worm" in front of the Hayden::
CTO_Kordus says:
::hears him pissing and moaning and has to bite her cheeks to resist saying "Whine whine whine, moan moan moan..."::
Host XO_Skye says:
CSO: Is this like what swept the others away?
Host Klord says:
Action: a second hole opens 1,000 meters to the port of the Hayden
FCO_Knight says:
All: Looks like a croc in heat.
EO_Davidson says:
::takes the lift down to the console in front of the core::
CTO_Kordus says:
::instead, looks at her own sensors to try and determine any weapons fire, explosive residue, or anything else that might evidence a man-made hole::
CSO_Lys says:
XO:  Another one!    FCO:  Do you see it?
FCO_Knight says:
::Stops and moves away from that new hole without getting near the other::
EO_Davidson says:
Self:This doesn't look good.
Host XO_Skye says:
CSO: Is this what took the others away?
Host Klord says:
Action: a tendril from the wormhole nearly brushes the Hayden
EO_Davidson says:
::runs a simulation on reversing the hull and shield polarity would do::
CSO_Lys says:
XO: I can't be sure
FCO_Knight says:
::Smiles that the lateral thrusters are still functioning like a lion::
Host XO_Skye says:
FCO: Pull us back a moment....
Host XO_Skye says:
CSO: Which is the more stable of the two
EO_Davidson says:
*Bridge*The core is shutting down!
CSO_Lys says:
::perplexed::  XO:  Commander?
Host XO_Skye says:
CSO: Which wormhole is more stable?
FCO_Knight says:
Self: ::Aloud::Awwww blast!!
CSO_Lys says:
XO:  The first one... but not by much.   You aren't thinking about....
FCO_Knight says:
::Slams on the CONN as it fades into its unpowered black state::
Host XO_Skye says:
CSO: Thinking?  No.  Acting, Yes.  FCO: Take us down the first wormhole.
EO_Davidson says:
*XO*Commander...the core pressure is rising....we have to shut it down or were going to have a Breech on our hands.
CTO_Kordus says:
::looks up - this is definitely getting interesting::
CSO_Lys says:
XO:  Commander, no!
Host XO_Skye says:
::Upon hearing the EO:: FCO: Just a moment.
Host CEO_Jax says:
::shakes his head::  XO: I'm going down to Engineering.  ::heads for the turbo lift::
Host XO_Skye says:
*EO*: What is going on down there?
CSO_Lys says:
XO: These are unstable wormholes.  There is no guarantee that we would survive much less where we will end up or how we would ever get back.
EO_Davidson says:
*XO*:The core is powering down Commander. I think it's these wormholes.
Host XO_Skye says:
CEO: Make it right for me as always.
EO_Davidson says:
Computer: Put a level 10 containment field around the Core.
FCO_Knight says:
::at bit relieved as the CONN looks like a starless abyss::
Host XO_Skye says:
CSO: But this is how we get the others back.
CSO_Lys says:
XO: You don't know that there ARE others to get back.
CSO_Lys says:
::looks the XO in the eyes, dead serious::
CMO_Bishop says:
::blinks as she hears the XO talk about going down the wormhole::
Host CEO_Jax says:
::gets off the turbo lift and jogs to engineering::  EO: I shouldn't even have to ask.
Host XO_Skye says:
FCO: Slave OPS to the conn.  I want SIF and IDF at full even if you have to pull power from other places.
CTO_Kordus says:
CSO: If the holes are manmade, like we thought they might be, there is something on the end of them - probably whoever it is that is making them
EO_Davidson says:
CEO:Then Don't
CMO_Bishop says:
::glances at the view screen at all the pretty colors::
CSO_Lys says:
CTO:  There is absolutely no evidence of that.
EO_Davidson says:
CEO:Core Pressure is rising to dangerous levels....if it doesn't go down soon...we are going to have to eject it.
Host XO_Skye says:
CSO: That's what our job is, Talan.  To find out.
CTO_Kordus says:
CSO: No, only one really freaky coincidence
CSO_Lys says:
XO: I am highly opposed to this course of action.
Host CEO_Jax says:
EO: So flood the main lines with coolant.
Host XO_Skye says:
FCO: Find the most stable and takes us down.  CSO: Your objection is noted, Commander.
FCO_Knight says:
::Tries does as he's told as the conn twinkles back to life, though useless without main power to the engines::
EO_Davidson says:
CEO:No effect
Host CEO_Jax says:
EO: How can the pressure still be rising if the core is shut down?  Something's not right.
CSO_Lys says:
::the CTO is quickly ticking him off, but there isn't time as he sees the Commander isn't going to listen to reason::  FCO:  Stay away from the sides and shut down all power, thrusters only.
EO_Davidson says:
CEO:It's unstable due to the surges from the worm holes. Auto shut down happened to prevent breech
CSO_Lys says:
XO: Wormholes have shown adverse reactions to powered navigation.
FCO_Knight says:
::Takes care of SIF and IDF first and turns Hayden towards the most stable anomaly::
Host XO_Skye says:
CSO: Exactly.  If we don't go down, we could lose the warp core.
FCO_Knight says:
XO: Waitin' for your word, Commander.
CSO_Lys says:
XO: Turn it off..
Host XO_Skye says:
FCO: Engage.
EO_Davidson says:
CEO:Sir...The pressure isn't rising anymore...but I am saying if we start it again....it will...blow up and so will we.
Host XO_Skye says:
CSO: The EO said he did.
FCO_Knight says:
::Initiates the thrusters for forward motion and watches the anomaly get larger as they get closer::
Host CEO_Jax says:
EO: Well that's a pretty simple fix Lt, don't start it up.  ::sighs wondering why everyone on this ship seems to be working against the grain::
CSO_Lys says:
XO: Then there should be no further problem, well unless the wormhole rips us apart.
Host XO_Skye says:
CSO: Chances are part of our job.....
Host CEO_Jax says:
EO: Let's see if we can get a stable intermix ratio and warp field dynamic in simulation.  For now they'll have to rely on impulse.
FCO_Knight says:
ALL: Event horizon in 5..4..3..2..1...
CMO_Bishop says:
::watches the FCO lead them into the wormhole::
Host XO_Skye says:
::Takes her seat and holds on.::
Host Klord says:
Action: the Hayden slips smoothly through the storm and nears the chosen anomaly
EO_Davidson says:
::grabs the rail in front of the core::
CTO_Kordus says:
::is the only one who actually looks kind of excited to be doing all of this::
Host CEO_Jax says:
*XO*: Until we get away from this interference Commander, you won't have warp power.
CSO_Lys says:
XO: I hope you are right, Sam.  ::the first time he has ever used her first name::  For your sake and everyone else on this ship.  ::goes back to his work::
Host XO_Skye says:
*CEO*: Understood....and we're working on getting away from the interference.
FCO_Knight says:
::Monitors the Hayden's progress::
CMO_Bishop says:
::stands at the rail behind her station and holds on:: XO: You realize that if the CO sees you scratched the paint, he's gonna kill you....::grins::
Host XO_Skye says:
CMO: I don't scratch the paint....the FCO does. ::Offers a slight smile.::
CMO_Bishop says:
::nods:: XO: You think he'll see it that way?
Host Klord says:
Action: as the Hayden enters people experience the normal disruption of spatial perception. time twists on itself and several stomachs reject their contents. Suddenly the ship shakes violently
Host XO_Skye says:
CMO: No, but it's worth trying.
CSO_Lys says:
::lands in his chair hard::
Host Klord says:
<Spatial perception>
CMO_Bishop says:
::feels her knees go weak and looks for a chair to sit in... settling for leaning on the aril::
CMO_Bishop says:
<rail>
CTO_Kordus says:
::thinks maybe it is a good day to die....::
Host XO_Skye says:
::clenches her jaw as they shake and roll.::
Host CEO_Jax says:
::doubles over on top of the worktable he was standing at::  I'll have to remember that this happens when I'm told, "We're working on getting away from it."
FCO_Knight says:
Self: ::aloud:: Oy-th-there goes---br--brain...
Host Klord says:
Action: the Hayden emerges from the  worm hole asswards and spinning wildly.
EO_Davidson says:
::thinks about his bio logical parents and extends a hand to the CEO::
Host CEO_Jax says:
::waves the EO off::  EO: I'm fine.  You've been through one, you've been through a dozen...doesn't mean I like wormholes any, but it's sort of a been there, done that, got the klih on a stick.
FCO_Knight says:
::Gets dizzy and disoriented as he seems to have forgotten how to control the ship for a moment. Shakes the cobwebs and stabilizes the Hayden::
CSO_Lys says:
::tries to figure out where in creation they are::
CMO_Bishop says:
::lays a hand protectively on her stomach as it settles down a bit::
EO_Davidson says:
::nods and goes to a console and starts to check the warp core and ship out::
CTO_Kordus says:
::thinks this is what humans must mean when they compare something to "a bad crack nightmare"::
FCO_Knight says:
::Orders all stop out of the thrusters as they slow the ship::
Host Klord says:
Action: the XO hits her head and is temporarily dazed
EO_Davidson says:
CEO:I wonder where we are sir?
CTO_Kordus says:
::re-orients herself and leans over the tactical sensors, looking for anything:: Self:: Damn, what a trip....
FCO_Knight says:
::Has nothing on his scrambled astrogation charts::
Host CEO_Jax says:
EO: Or when, or in what dimension.  That's a loaded question after riding a wormhole, Lt.
CMO_Bishop says:
::heads to the XO and pulls her tricorder out of her pocket, quickly scanning the XO:: XO: Sam?... Sam, can you hear me....::watches her vacant expression and thinks "Maybe not"::
EO_Davidson says:
::nods::CEO:That your right sir....looks like we have a ship to fix.
CSO_Lys says:
Aloud:  Well, I think we are lost.
Host Klord says:
<<<Pause Mission>>>

